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Abstract

ties, linguistic or otherwise, they do not share statistical weight in the models’ estimation of their translation probabilities. Besides ignoring the similarity of phrase pairs, this leads to general sparsity issues. The estimation is sparse or skewed for the
large number of rare or unseen phrase pairs, which
grows exponentially in the length of the phrases, and
the generalisation to other domains is often limited.

We introduce a class of probabilistic continuous translation models called Recurrent Continuous Translation Models that are
purely based on continuous representations
for words, phrases and sentences and do not
rely on alignments or phrasal translation units.
The models have a generation and a conditioning aspect. The generation of the translation is modelled with a target Recurrent Language Model, whereas the conditioning on the
source sentence is modelled with a Convolutional Sentence Model. Through various experiments, we show first that our models obtain a perplexity with respect to gold translations that is > 43% lower than that of stateof-the-art alignment-based translation models.
Secondly, we show that they are remarkably
sensitive to the word order, syntax, and meaning of the source sentence despite lacking
alignments. Finally we show that they match a
state-of-the-art system when rescoring n-best
lists of translations.

1

Introduction

In most statistical approaches to machine translation the basic units of translation are phrases that are
composed of one or more words. A crucial component of translation systems are models that estimate translation probabilities for pairs of phrases,
one phrase being from the source language and the
other from the target language. Such models count
phrase pairs and their occurrences as distinct if the
surface forms of the phrases are distinct. Although
distinct phrase pairs often share significant similari-

Continuous representations have shown promise
at tackling these issues. Continuous representations
for words are able to capture their morphological,
syntactic and semantic similarity (Collobert and Weston, 2008). They have been applied in continuous language models demonstrating the ability to
overcome sparsity issues and to achieve state-of-theart performance (Bengio et al., 2003; Mikolov et
al., 2010). Word representations have also shown
a marked sensitivity to conditioning information
(Mikolov and Zweig, 2012). Continuous representations for characters have been deployed in
character-level language models demonstrating notable language generation capabilities (Sutskever et
al., 2011). Continuous representations have also
been constructed for phrases and sentences. The representations are able to carry similarity and task dependent information, e.g. sentiment, paraphrase or
dialogue labels, significantly beyond the word level
and to accurately predict labels for a highly diverse
range of unseen phrases and sentences (Grefenstette
et al., 2011; Socher et al., 2011; Socher et al., 2012;
Hermann and Blunsom, 2013; Kalchbrenner and
Blunsom, 2013).
Phrase-based continuous translation models were
first proposed in (Schwenk et al., 2006) and re-
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cently further developed in (Schwenk, 2012; Le et
al., 2012). The models incorporate a principled way
of estimating translation probabilities that robustly
extends to rare and unseen phrases. They achieve
significant Bleu score improvements and yield semantically more suggestive translations. Although
wide-reaching in their scope, these models are limited to fixed-size source and target phrases and simplify the dependencies between the target words taking into account restricted target language modelling
information.
We describe a class of continuous translation
models called Recurrent Continuous Translation
Models (RCTM) that map without loss of generality
a sentence from the source language to a probability distribution over the sentences in the target language. We define two specific RCTM architectures.
Both models adopt a recurrent language model for
the generation of the target translation (Mikolov et
al., 2010). In contrast to other n-gram approaches,
the recurrent language model makes no Markov assumptions about the dependencies of the words in
the target sentence.
The two RCTMs differ in the way they condition the target language model on the source sentence. The first RCTM uses the convolutional sentence model (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013) to
transform the source word representations into a representation for the source sentence. The source sentence representation in turn constraints the generation of each target word. The second RCTM introduces an intermediate representation. It uses a truncated variant of the convolutional sentence model to
first transform the source word representations into
representations for the target words; the latter then
constrain the generation of the target sentence. In
both cases, the convolutional layers are used to generate combined representations for the phrases in a
sentence from the representations of the words in the
sentence.
An advantage of RCTMs is the lack of latent
alignment segmentations and the sparsity associated
with them. Connections between source and target
words, phrases and sentences are learnt only implicitly as mappings between their continuous representations. As we see in Sect. 5, these mappings often carry remarkably precise morphological, syntactic and semantic information. Another advantage is
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that the probability of a translation under the models
is efficiently computable requiring a small number
of matrix-vector products that is linear in the length
of the source and the target sentence. Further, translations can be generated directly from the probability distribution of the RCTM without any external
resources.
We evaluate the performance of the models in four
experiments. Since the translation probabilities of
the RCTMs are tractable, we can measure the perplexity of the models with respect to the reference
translations. The perplexity of the models is significantly lower than that of IBM Model 1 and is > 43%
lower than the perplexity of a state-of-the-art variant
of the IBM Model 2 (Brown et al., 1993; Dyer et
al., 2013). The second and third experiments aim to
show the sensitivity of the output of the RCTM II
to the linguistic information in the source sentence.
The second experiment shows that under a random
permutation of the words in the source sentences,
the perplexity of the model with respect to the reference translations becomes significantly worse, suggesting that the model is highly sensitive to word
position and order. The third experiment inspects
the translations generated by the RCTM II. The
generated translations demonstrate remarkable morphological, syntactic and semantic agreement with
the source sentence. Finally, we test the RCTMs
on the task of rescoring n-best lists of translations.
The performance of the RCTM probabilities joined
with a single word penalty feature matches the performance of the state-of-the-art translation system
cdec that makes use of twelve features including
five alignment-based translation models (Dyer et al.,
2010).
We proceed as follows. We begin in Sect. 2 by
describing the general modelling framework underlying the RCTMs. In Sect. 3 we describe the RCTM
I and in Sect. 4 the RCTM II. Section 5 is dedicated
to the four experiments and we conclude in Sect. 6.1

2

Framework

We begin by describing the modelling framework
underlying RCTMs. An RCTM estimates the probability P (f|e) of a target sentence f = f1 , ..., fm being
a translation of a source sentence e = e1 , ..., ek . Let
1
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us denote by fi:j the substring of words fi , ..., fj . Using the following identity,
P (f|e) =

m
Y

P (fi |f1:i−1 , e)

h

hi

h i-1

(1)

h i+1

R

i=1

an RCTM estimates P (f|e) by directly computing
for each target position i the conditional probability
P (fi |f1:i−1 , e) of the target word fi occurring in the
translation at position i, given the preceding target
words f1:i−1 and the source sentence e. We see that
an RCTM is sensitive not just to the source sentence
e but also to the preceding words f1:i−1 in the target
sentence; by doing so it incorporates a model of the
target language itself.
To model the conditional probability P (f|e), an
RCTM comprises both a generative architecture for
the target sentence and an architecture for conditioning the latter on the source sentence. To fully capture Eq. 1, we model the generative architecture with
a recurrent language model (RLM) based on a recurrent neural network (Mikolov et al., 2010). The
prediction of the i-th word fi in a RLM depends on
all the preceding words f1:i−1 in the target sentence
ensuring that conditional independence assumptions
are not introduced in Eq. 1. Although the prediction is most strongly influenced by words closely
preceding fi , long-range dependencies from across
the whole sentence can also be exhibited. The conditioning architectures are model specific and are
treated in Sect. 3-4. Both the generative and conditioning aspects of the models deploy continuous
representations for the constituents and are trained
as a single joint architecture. Given the modelling
framework underlying RCTMs, we now proceed to
describe in detail the recurrent language model underlying the generative aspect.
2.1

I

O

I
fi-1

O
P(fi )

fi

P(fi+1 ) fi+1

P(fi+2 )

Figure 1: A RLM (left) and its unravelling to depth 3
(right). The recurrent transformation is applied to the hidden layer hi−1 and the result is summed to the representation for the current word fi . After a non-linear transformation, a probability distribution over the next word fi+1
is predicted.

P (fi |f1:i−1 ). The architecture of a RLM comprises
a vocabulary V that contains the words fi of the
language as well as three transformations: an input vocabulary transformation I ∈ Rq×|V | , a recurrent transformation R ∈ Rq×q and an output
vocabulary transformation O ∈ R|V |×q . For each
word fk ∈ V , we indicate by i(fk ) its index in V
and by v(fk ) ∈ R|V |×1 an all zero vector with only
v(fk )i(fk ) = 1.
For a word fi , the result of I · v(fi ) ∈ Rq×1 is
the input continuous representation of fi . The parameter q governs the size of the word representation. The prediction proceeds by successively applying the recurrent transformation R to the word
representations and predicting the next word at each
step. In detail, the computation of each P (fi |f1:i−1 )
proceeds recursively. For 1 < i < m,
h1 = σ(I · v(f1 ))

(3a)

hi+1 = σ(R · hi + I · v(fi+1 ))

(3b)

oi+1 = O · hi

(3c)

Recurrent Language Model

A RLM models the probability P (f) that the sequence of words f occurs in a given language. Let
f = f1 , ..., fm be a sequence of m words, e.g. a sentence in the target language. Analogously to Eq. 1,
using the identity,
P (f) =

m
Y

P (fi |f1:i−1 )

(2)

i=1

the model explicitly computes without simplifying assumptions the conditional distributions
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and the conditional distribution is given by,
exp (oi,v )
P (fi = v|f1:i−1 ) = PV
v=1 exp(oi,v )

(4)

In Eq. 3, σ is a nonlinear function such as tanh. Bias
values bh and bo are included in the computation. An
illustration of the RLM is given in Fig. 1.
The RLM is trained by backpropagation through
time (Mikolov et al., 2010). The error in the predicted distribution calculated at the output layer is

backpropagated through the recurrent layers and cumulatively added to the errors of the previous predictions for a given number d of steps. The procedure is
equivalent to standard backpropagation over a RLM
that is unravelled to depth d as in Fig. 1.
RCTMs may be thought of as RLMs, in which
the predicted distributions for each word fi are conditioned on the source sentence e. We next define
two conditioning architectures each giving rise to a
specific RCTM.

3

Recurrent Continuous Translation
Model I

The RCTM I uses a convolutional sentence model
(CSM) in the conditioning architecture. The CSM
creates a representation for a sentence that is progressively built up from representations of the ngrams in the sentence. The CSM embodies a hierarchical structure. Although it does not make use of an
explicit parse tree, the operations that generate the
representations act locally on small n-grams in the
lower layers of the model and act increasingly more
globally on the whole sentence in the upper layers
of the model. The lack of the need for a parse tree
yields two central advantages over sentence models
that require it (Grefenstette et al., 2011; Socher et
al., 2012). First, it makes the model robustly applicable to a large number of languages for which accurate parsers are not available. Secondly, the translation probability distribution over the target sentences
does not depend on the chosen parse tree.
The RCTM I conditions the probability of each
target word fi on the continuous representation of the
source sentence e generated through the CSM. This
is accomplished by adding the sentence representation to each hidden layer hi in the target recurrent
language model. We next describe the procedure in
more detail, starting with the CSM itself.
3.1

Convolutional Sentence Model

The CSM models the continuous representation of
a sentence based on the continuous representations
of the words in the sentence. Let e = e1 ...ek be
a sentence in a language and let v(ei ) ∈ Rq×1 be
the continuous representation of the word ei . Let
Ee ∈ Rq×k be the sentence matrix for e defined by,
Ee:,i = v(ei )

(5)
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K :,3
K:,2
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Ee

M:,1 M:,2 M:,3

the cat sat on the mat

Figure 2: A CSM for a six word source sentence e and the
computed sentence representation e. K2 , K3 are weight
matrices and L3 is a top weight matrix. To the right, an
instance of a one-dimensional convolution between some
weight matrix Ki and a generic matrix M that could for
instance correspond to Ee2 . The color coding of weights
indicates weight sharing.

The main component of the architecture of the CSM
is a sequence of weight matrices (Ki )2≤i≤r that correspond to the kernels or filters of the convolution
and can be thought of as learnt feature detectors.
From the sentence matrix Ee the CSM computes a
continuous vector representation e ∈ Rq×1 for the
sentence e by applying a sequence of convolutions
to Ee whose weights are given by the weight matrices. The weight matrices and the sequence of convolutions are defined next.
We denote by (Ki )2≤i≤r a sequence of weight
i
q×i is a matrix of i
matrices where each
√K ∈ R
columns and r = d 2N e, where N is the length of
the longest source sentence in the training set. Each
row of Ki is a vector of i weights that is treated as
the kernel or filter of a one-dimensional convolution.
Given for instance a matrix M ∈ Rq×j where the
number of columns j ≥ i, each row of Ki can be
convolved with the corresponding row in M, resulting in a matrix Ki ∗ M, where ∗ indicates the convolution operation and (Ki ∗ M) ∈ Rq×(j−i+1) . For
i = 3, the value (Ki ∗ M):,a is computed by:
Ki:,1

M:,a + Ki:,2

M:,a+1 + Ki:,3

M:,a+2 (6)

where
is component-wise vector product. Applying the convolution kernel Ki yields a matrix
(Ki ∗M) that has i−1 columns less than the original
matrix M.
Given a source sentence of length k, the CSM
convolves successively with the sentence matrix Ee

the sequence of weight matrices (Ki )2≤i≤r , one after the other starting with K2 as follows:
Ee1 = Ee
Eei+1

(7a)
i+1

= σ(K

∗

Eei )

(7b)

After a few convolution operations, Eei is either a
vector in Rq×1 , in which case we obtained the desired representation, or the number of columns in
Eei is smaller than the number i + 1 of columns in
the next weight matrix Ki+1 . In the latter case, we
equally obtain a vector in Rq×1 by simply applying a top weight matrix Lj that has the same number of columns as Eei . We thus obtain a sentence
representation e ∈ Rq×1 for the source sentence e.
Note that the convolution operations in Eq. 7b are
interleaved with non-linear functions σ. Note also
that, given the different levels at which the weight
matrices Ki and Li are applied, the top weight
matrix Lj comes from an additional sequence of
weight matrices (Li )2≤i≤r distinct from (Ki )2≤i≤r .
Fig. 2 depicts an instance of the CSM and of a onedimensional convolution.2
3.2

RCTM I

As defined in Sect. 2, the RCTM I models the conditional probability P (f|e) of a sentence f = f1 , ..., fm
in a target language F being the translation of a sentence e = e1 , ..., ek in a source language E. According to Eq. 1, the RCTM I explicitly computes the
conditional distributions P (fi |f1:i−1 , e). The architecture of the RCTM I comprises a source vocabulary V E and a target vocabulary V F , two sequences
of weight matrices (Ki )2≤i≤r and (Li )2≤i≤r that
are part of the constituent CSM, transformations
F
F
I ∈ Rq×|V | , R ∈ Rq×q and O ∈ R|V |×q that are
part of the constituent RLM and a sentence transformation S ∈ Rq×q . We write e = csm(e) for the
output of the CSM with e as the input sentence.
The computation of the RCTM I is a simple modification to the computation of the RLM described in
Eq. 3. It proceeds recursively as follows:
s = S · csm(e)
h1 = σ(I · v(f1 ) + s)

(8a)
(8b)

hi+1 = σ(R · hi + I · v(fi+1 ) + s)

(8c)

oi+1 = O · hi

(8d)

2

For a formal treatment of the construction, see (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013).
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and the conditional distributions P (fi+1 |f1:i , e) are
obtained from oi as in Eq. 4. σ is a nonlinear function and bias values are included throughout the
computation. Fig. 3 illustrates an RCTM I.
Two aspects of the RCTM I are to be remarked.
First, the length of the target sentence is predicted
by the target RLM itself that by its architecture has
a bias towards shorter sentences. Secondly, the representation of the source sentence e constraints uniformly all the target words, contrary to the fact that
the target words depend more strongly on certain
parts of the source sentence and less on other parts.
The next model proposes an alternative formulation
of these aspects.

4

Recurrent Continuous Translation
Model II

The central idea behind the RCTM II is to first estimate the length m of the target sentence independently of the main architecture. Given m and the
source sentence e, the model constructs a representation for the n-grams in e, where n is set to 4. Note
that each level of the CSM yields n-gram representations of e for a specific value of n. The 4-gram
representation of e is thus constructed by truncating the CSM at the level that corresponds to n = 4.
The procedure is then inverted. From the 4-gram
representation of the source sentence e, the model
builds a representation of a sentence that has the
predicted length m of the target. This is similarly
accomplished by truncating the inverted CSM for a
sentence of length m.
We next describe in detail the Convolutional ngram Model (CGM). Then we return to specify the
RCTM II.
4.1

Convolutional n-gram model

The CGM is obtained by truncating the CSM at the
level where n-grams are represented for the chosen
value of n. A column g of a matrix Eei obtained
according to Eq. 7 represents an n-gram from the
source sentence e. The value of n corresponds to
the number of word vectors from which the n-gram
representation g is constructed; equivalently, n is
the span of the weights in the CSM underneath g
(see Fig. 2-3). Note that any column in a matrix
Eei represents an n-gram with the same span value
n. We denote by gram(Eei ) the size of the n-grams

P( f | m, e )

P( f | e )

S
F
S

icgm
e

csm

F

g

E

g

T

cgm
e
e
RCTM I

RCTM II

Figure 3: A graphical depiction of the two RCTMs. Arrows represent full matrix transformations while lines are
vector transformations corresponding to columns of weight matrices.

represented by Eei . For example, for a sufficiently
long sentence e, gram(Ee2 ) = 2, gram(Ee3 ) = 4,
gram(Ee4 ) = 7. We denote by cgm(e, n) that matrix
Eei from the CSM that represents the n-grams of the
source sentence e.
The CGM can also be inverted to obtain a representation for a sentence from the representation of
its n-grams. We denote by icgm the inverse CGM,
which depends on the size of the n-gram representation cgm(e, n) and on the target sentence length
m. The transformation icgm unfolds the n-gram
representation onto a representation of a target sentence with m words. The architecture corresponds
to an inverted CGM or, equivalently, to an inverted
truncated CSM (Fig. 3). Given the transformations
cgm and icgm, we now detail the computation of the
RCTM II.

and computing the distributions P (fi+1 |f1:i , m, e)
and P (m|e). The architecture of the RCTM II
comprises all the elements of the RCTM I together
with the following additional elements: a translation
transformation Tq×q and two sequences of weight
matrices (Ji )2≤i≤s and (Hi )2≤i≤s that are part of
the icgm3 .
The computation of the RCTM II proceeds recursively as follows:

4.2

and the conditional distributions P (fi+1 |f1:i , e) are
obtained from oi as in Eq. 4. Note how each reconstructed vector F:,i is added successively to the
corresponding layer hi that predicts the target word
fi . The RCTM II is illustrated in Fig. 3.

RCTM II

The RCTM II models the conditional probability
P (f|e) by factoring it as follows:
P (f|e) = P (f|m, e) · P (m|e)
m
Y
=
P (fi+1 |f1:i , m, e) · P (m|e)

(9a)
(9b)

i=1
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Eg = cgm(e, 4)
Fg:,j

= σ(T ·

Eg:,j )
g

(10a)
(10b)

F = icgm(F , m)

(10c)

h1 = σ(I · v(f1 ) + S · F:,1 )

(10d)

hi+1 = σ(R · hi + I · v(fi+1 ) + S · F:,i+1 ) (10e)
oi+1 = O · hi

(10f)

3
Just like r the value s is small and depends on the length
of the source and target sentences in the training set. See
Sect. 5.1.2.

For the separate estimation of the length of the
translation, we estimate the conditional probability
P (m|e) by letting,
P (m|e) = P (m|k) = Poisson(λk )

(11)

where k is the length of the source sentence e and
Poisson(λ) is a Poisson distribution with mean λ.
This concludes the description of the RCTM II. We
now turn to the experiments.

5

Experiments

We report on four experiments. The first experiment
considers the perplexities of the models with respect
to reference translations. The second and third experiments test the sensitivity of the RCTM II to the
linguistic aspects of the source sentences. The final experiment tests the rescoring performance of
the two models.
5.1

Training

Before turning to the experiments, we describe the
data sets, hyper parameters and optimisation algorithms used for the training of the RCTMs.
5.1.1 Data sets
The training set used for all the experiments comprises a bilingual corpus of 144953 pairs of sentences less than 80 words in length from the news
commentary section of the Eighth Workshop on Machine Translation (WMT) 2013 training data. The
source language is English and the target language
is French. The English sentences contain about
4.1M words and the French ones about 4.5M words.
Words in both the English and French sentences
that occur twice or less are substituted with the
hunknowni token. The resulting vocabularies V E
and V F contain, respectively, 25403 English words
and 34831 French words.
For the experiments we use four different test sets
comprised of the Workshop on Machine Translation News Test (WMT-NT) sets for the years 2009,
2010, 2011 and 2012. They contain, respectively,
2525, 2489, 3003 and 3003 pairs of English-French
sentences. For the perplexity experiments unknown
words occurring in these data sets are replaced with
the hunknowni token. The respective 2008 WMTNT set containing 2051 pairs of English-French sentences is used as the validation set throughout.
1706

5.1.2

Model hyperparameters

The parameter q that defines the size of the English vectors v(ei ) for ei ∈ V E , the size of the hidden layer hi and the size of the French vectors v(fi )
for v(fi ) ∈ V F is set to q = 256. This yields a
relatively small recurrent matrix and corresponding
models. To speed up training, we factorize the target
vocabulary V F into 256 classes following the procedure in (Mikolov et al., 2011).
The RCTM II uses a convolutional n-gram model
CGM where n is set to 4. For the RCTM I, the number of weight matrices r for the CSM is 15, whereas
in the RCTM II the number r of weight matrices for
the CGM is 7 and the number s of weight matrices
for the inverse CGM is 9. If a test sentence is longer
than all training sentences and a larger weight matrix
is required by the model, the larger weight matrix is
easily factorized into two smaller weight matrices
whose weights have been trained. For instance, if a
weight matrix of 10 weights is required, but weight
matrices have been trained only up to weight 9, then
one can factorize the matrix of 10 weights with one
of 9 and one of 2. Across all test sets the proportion
of sentence pairs that require larger weight matrices
to be factorized into smaller ones is < 0.1%.
5.1.3

Objective and optimisation

The objective function is the average of the sum
of the cross-entropy errors of the predicted words
and the true words in the French sentences. The English sentences are taken as input in the prediction
of the French sentences, but they are not themselves
ever predicted. An l2 regularisation term is added to
the objective. The training of the model proceeds by
back-propagation through time. The cross-entropy
error calculated at the output layer at each step is
back-propagated through the recurrent structure for
a number d of steps; for all models we let d = 6.
The error accumulated at the hidden layers is then
further back-propagated through the transformation
S and the CSM/CGM to the input vectors v(ei ) of
the English input sentence e. All weights, including the English vectors, are randomly initialised and
inferred during training.
The objective is minimised using mini-batch
adaptive gradient descent (Adagrad) (Duchi et al.,
2011). The training of an RCTM takes about 15
hours on 3 multicore CPUs. While our experiments

WMT-NT

2009

2010

2011

2012

WMT-NT PERM

2009

2010

2011

2012

KN-5
RLM

218
178

213
169

222
178

225
181

RCTM II

174

168

175

178

IBM 1
FA-IBM 2

207
153

200
146

188
135

197
144

RCTM I
RCTM II

143
86

134
77

140
76

142
77

Table 2: Perplexity results of the RCTM II on the WMTNT sets where the words in the English source sentences
are randomly permuted.

Table 1: Perplexity results on the WMT-NT sets.

are relatively small, we note that in principle our
models should scale similarly to RLMs which have
been applied to hundreds of millions of words.
5.2

Perplexity of gold translations

Since the computation of the probability of a translation under one of the RCTMs is efficient, we can
compute the perplexities of the RCTMs with respect
to the reference translations in the test sets. The perplexity measure is an indication of the quality that
a model assigns to a translation. We compare the
perplexities of the RCTMs with the perplexity of the
IBM Model 1 (Brown et al., 1993) and of the FastAligner (FA-IBM 2) model that is a state-of-the-art
variant of IBM Model 2 (Dyer et al., 2013). We add
as baselines the unconditional target RLM and a 5gram target language model with modified KneserNay smoothing (KN-5). The results are reported in
Tab. 1. The RCTM II obtains a perplexity that is
> 43% lower than that of the alignment based models and that is 40% lower than the perplexity of the
RCTM I. The low perplexity of the RCTMs suggests
that continuous representations and the transformations between them make up well for the lack of explicit alignments. Further, the difference in perplexity between the RCTMs themselves demonstrates
the importance of the conditioning architecture and
suggests that the localised 4-gram conditioning in
the RCTM II is superior to the conditioning with the
whole source sentence of the RCTM I.
5.3

Sensitivity to source sentence structure

The second experiment aims at showing the sensitivity of the RCTM II to the order and position of
words in the English source sentence. To this end,
we randomly permute in the training and testing sets
1707

the words in the English source sentence. The results on the permuted data are reported in Tab. 2. If
the RCTM II were roughly comparable to a bag-ofwords approach, there would be no difference under
the permutation of the words. By contrast, the difference of the results reported in Tab. 2 with those
reported in Tab. 1 is very significant, clearly indicating the sensitivity to word order and position of the
translation model.
5.3.1 Generating from the RCTM II
To show that the RCTM II is sensitive not only to
word order, but also to other syntactic and semantic
traits of the sentence, we generate and inspect candidate translations for various English source sentences. The generation proceeds by sampling from
the probability distribution of the RCTM II itself and
does not depend on any other external resources.
Given an English source sentence e, we let m be
the length of the gold translation and we search the
distribution computed by the RCTM II over all sentences of length m. The number of possible target
sentences of length m amounts to |V |m = 34831m
where V = V F is the French vocabulary; directly
considering all possible translations is intractable.
We proceed as follows: we sample with replacement 2000 sentences from the distribution of the
RCTM II, each obtained by predicting one word at
a time. We start by predicting a distribution for the
first target word, restricting that distribution to the
top 5 most probable words and sampling the first
word of a candidate translation from the restricted
distribution of 5 words. We proceed similarly for
the remaining words. Each sampled sentence has a
well-defined probability assigned by the model and
can thus be ranked. Table 3 gives various English
source sentences and some candidate French translations generated by the RCTM II together with their
ranks.
The results in Tab. 3 show the remarkable syntactic agreements of the candidate translations; the

English source sentence

French gold translation

RCTM II candidate translation

Rank

the patient is sick .

le patient est malade .

le patient est insuffisante .
le patient est mort .
la patient est insuffisante .

1
4
23

the patient is dead .

le patient est mort .

le patient est mort .
le patient est dépassé .

1
4

the patient is ill .

le patient est malade .

le patient est mal .

3

the patients are sick .

les patients sont malades .

les patients sont confrontés .
les patients sont corrompus .

2
5

the patients are dead .
the patients are ill .

les patients sont morts .
les patients sont malades .

les patients sont morts .
les patients sont confrontés .

1
5

the patient was ill .

le patient était malade .

le patient était mal .

2

the patients are not dead .

les patients ne sont pas morts .

les patients ne sont pas morts .

1

the patients are not sick .

les patients ne sont pas malades .

the patients were saved .

les patients ont été sauvés .

les patients ne sont pas hunknowni .
les patients ne sont pas mal .
les patients ont été sauvées .

1
6
6

Table 3: English source sentences, respective translations in French and candidate translations generated from the
RCTM II and ranked out of 2000 samples according to their decreasing probability. Note that end of sentence dots (.)
are generated as part of the translation.

WMT-NT

2009

2010

2011

2012

5.4

RCTM I + WP
RCTM II + WP
cdec (12 features)

19.7
19.8
19.9

21.1
21.1
21.2

22.5
22.5
22.6

21.5
21.7
21.8

The fourth experiment tests the ability of the RCTM
I and the RCTM II to choose the best translation
among a large number of candidate translations produced by another system. We use the cdec system to generate a list of 1000 best candidate translations for each English sentence in the four WMTNT sets. We compare the rescoring performance of
the RCTM I and the RCTM II with that of the cdec
itself. cdec employs 12 engineered features including, among others, 5 translation models, 2 language
model features and a word penalty feature (WP). For
the RCTMs we simply interpolate the log probability assigned by the models to the candidate translations with the word penalty feature WP, tuned on the
validation data. The results of the experiment are
reported in Tab. 4.
While there is little variance in the resulting Bleu
scores, the performance of the RCTMs shows that
their probabilities correlate with translation quality. Combining a monolingual RLM feature with
the RCTMs does not improve the scores, while reducing cdec to just one core translation probability
and language model features drops its score by two
to five tenths. These results indicate that the RCTMs
have been able to learn both translation and language
modelling distributions.

Table 4: Bleu scores on the WMT-NT sets of each RCTM
linearly interpolated with a word penalty WP. The cdec
system includes WP as well as five translation models and
two language modelling features, among others.

large majority of the candidate translations are fully
well-formed French sentences. Further, subtle syntactic features such as the singular or plural ending
of nouns and the present and past tense of verbs are
well correlated between the English source and the
French candidate targets. Finally, the meaning of
the English source is well transferred on the French
candidate targets; where a correlation is unlikely or
the target word is not in the French vocabulary, a semantically related word or synonym is selected by
the model. All of these traits suggest that the RCTM
II is able to capture a significant amount of both
syntactic and semantic information from the English
source sentence and successfully transfer it onto the
French translation.
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Conclusion

We have introduced Recurrent Continuous Translation Models that comprise a class of purely continuous sentence-level translation models. We have
shown the translation capabilities of these models
and the low perplexities that they obtain with respect
to reference translations. We have shown the ability
of these models at capturing syntactic and semantic
information and at estimating during reranking the
quality of candidate translations.
The RCTMs offer great modelling flexibility due
to the sensitivity of the continuous representations to
conditioning information. The models also suggest
a wide range of potential advantages and extensions,
from being able to include discourse representations
beyond the single sentence and multilingual source
representations, to being able to model morphologically rich languages through character-level recurrences.
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